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Abstract. This paper is a continuation of our recent papers with the same 
title, arXiv:0806.1596v1 [math.NT], arXiv:0904.1277v1 where a number of 
integral equalities involving integrals of the logarithm of the Riemann  -
function were introduced and it was shown that some of them are equivalent 
to the Riemann hypothesis. A few new equalities of this type, which this 
time involve exponential functions, are established, and for the first time we 
have found equalities involving the integrals of the logarithm of the 
Riemann  -function taken exclusively along the real axis.  
Some of the equalities we have found are tested numerically. In particular, 
an integral equality involving the logarithm of |)2/1(| it  and a weight 
function )(cosh 1 t  is shown numerically to be correct up to the 80 digits. 
For exponential weight function ate , the possible contribution of the 
Riemann function zeroes non-lying on the critical line is rigorously 
estimated and shown to be extremely small, in particular, smaller than 
trillion of digits, 
131010 , for 4a .  
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1. Introduction 
In recent papers [1, 2] we analyzed integrals 

ib
ib
dzzzg ))(ln()(   and have 
established a number of equalities of the type )())(ln()( bfdzzzg
ib
ib


  which 
were proven to be equivalent to the Riemann Hypothesis (RH; here )(z  is 
the Riemann zeta-function, see e.g. [3] for definitions and discussion of the 
general properties of this function). Our paper [2] has been finished just with 
the recipe how different other relations of this type can be established.  In 
this Note we analyze a few additional equalities equivalent to the RH. These 
new equalities employ exponential weight functions and, in our opinion, are 
especially interesting. The main part of the results contained in [1, 2] as well 
as the first part of the content of the present article, is currently published in 
Ukrainian Math. J. [4]. 
 
2. Integral equalities equivalent to the Riemann hypothesis. 
Hyperbolical sine and cosine. 
Let us consider the rectangular contour C with the vertices 
iXXbiXXbiXbiXb  ,,,  with real b>-2 (with this choice we avoid 
unnecessary complications with the trivial Riemann zeroes) and real X , 
i.e. the same as in [1, 2], introduce the function 
))(cos(
)(
bza
izg  , a is real 
positive, and consider the contour integral 
C
dzzgz )())(ln( . For iyxbz   
where x, y are real, we have )sinh()sin()cosh()cos())(cos( ayaxiayaxbza   
which means that for large y )(|)(cos(| ||1 yaeObza    provided 0)arg(  bz  
and  )arg( bz . This behaviour, together with the known asymptotic of 
))(ln( z , guaranties the disappearance of the integral taken along the external 
lines of the contour (i.e. along lines other than its left border): the problems 
might appear only for real positive z-b, but for such a case we have 
zz  2))(ln( , so it is enough to avoid such values of X for which g(z) has 
poles when X .  
In the interior of the contour we have simple poles at the points 
anabz /)2/(    where n is an integer or zero, and, if b<1, also a simple 
pole of the Riemann function at z=1. If b<1, in the interior of the contour we 
also can have a number of zeroes of the Riemann function, and we definitely 
have an infinite number of them if b<1/2. The contribution of the poles of 
g(z) to the contour integral value is, by a residue theorem, equal to 
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))/)2/((ln()1((2
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


n
n
anab
a
ii  . To find the corresponding contribution 
of the pole of the Riemann function we apply the generalized Littlewood 
theorem [1, 2, 4, 5]: for b<1 it is equal to 
))1(sin(1
))1(sin(1ln
)cos(
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))(cos(
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ba
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ax
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ii
b
b 
 
   ; we take 
2/)1(  ba  to avoid the problems with this integral. Analogously, the 
order lk zero of the Riemann function kk it , for kb  , contributes 


 

b
kk
k
it
itb
k
kkk
k
dx
ataxiatax
ldz
bza
ili
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
0 )sinh()sin()cosh()cos(
2
))(cos(
2  to the 
contour integral value. (Of course, the relation 
x
x
x
dx
sin1
sin1ln
2
1
cos 
  can be 
also used to estimate these integrals but apparently this is not of a much 
help). Pairing the complex conjugate zeroes we see that due to the symmetry 
of the distribution of the Riemann function zeroes the imaginary part of 
these contributions vanishes and thus, collecting everything together, we 
have the following equality: for 12  b   





 b
kk
k
k
t
k
k
dx
ataxatax
ataxldt
at
itb 


0
2222
0,0 )(sinh)(sin)(cosh)(cos
)cosh()cos(2
)cosh(
|)(|ln
))1(sin(1
))1(sin(1ln
2 ba
ba
a 
  ))/)2/((ln()1(
0



n
n
anab
a
                   (1). 
The sum here is taken over all zeroes kk it  with kb   taken into 
account their multiplicities; when obtaining (1) we paired the contributions 
of the complex conjugate zeroes kk it  hence 0kt . Throughout the 
paper, if there is a zero or pole of the Riemann function lying on the 
integration path for an integral of the type 


ib
ib
dzzgitb )())(ln(  or similar, 
corresponding integral is understood as an appropriate limit. This does not 
create any problem (as it is sometimes said, a logarithmical peculiarity is 
“integrable” because of the finiteness of the limit  a
x
x zdzlnlim 0 ) and is quite 
common in the field, cf. [1, 2, 4, 6 - 8].  
Of course, for 1b  we have simply  

0 )cosh(
|)(|ln1 dt
at
itb
 ))/)2/((ln()1(
1
0



n
n anab
a
   (2).  
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This is easy to see that if we take 2/)1(  ba  than the integrand in 



b
kk
k
k
dx
ataxatax
atax
0
2222 )(sinh)(sin)(cosh)(cos
)cosh()cos(  is always positive (the value 
bk   can not exceed 1-b) and thus we have proven the following   
 
THEOREM 1. An equality 

0 )cosh(
|)(|ln dt
at
itba 
 ))1(sin(1
))1(sin(1ln
2
1
ba
ba

 ))/)2/((ln()1(
0



n
n anab   (3)  
where b, a are real positive numbers such that 2/11  b , 2/)1(  ba  holds 
true for some b if and only if there are no Riemann function zeroes with 
b . For b=1/2 this equality is equivalent to the Riemann hypothesis.  
 
 It is interesting to take b=1/2 and consider the limit a . There are 
no Riemann function zeroes with Res=1 hence the positivity of the 
contributions of Riemann function zeroes non-lying on the critical line is 
still certain and it remains only to consider the limit  
)))
2
2/1(ln(
))1(sin(1
))1(sin(1ln
2
1(lim
aba
ba
a
 

 .  This can be done without 
problems (the first term tends to )4/ln(  and second to )/2ln(   where 
a   small) and we obtain the following equality equivalent to the 
Riemann hypothesis 

0 )cosh(
|)2/1(|ln dt
t
it

 ))(ln()1(
2
ln
2
1


n
n n     (4). 
Here those logarithms of the Riemann function which correspond to even n 
can be expressed via Bernoulli numbers mB2  ( ...3,2,1m ): 
)!2(2
)2()1()2( 221
m
Bm mmm   , and the following remarkable property of the 
Riemann  -function ...29485.2)(
2


Cn
n
 , that is 
...8306.0ln))(ln(
2


Cn
n
 can be also used for calculations, see P. 16 of [9].  
Here C is the residue of the pole at s=1 of the Dirichlet series whose 
coefficients g(n) are the numbers of non-isomorphic Abel's group of order n. 
The results of the numerical testing of eq. (4) is presented in the Section 5 of 
the paper. 
For completeness it is desirable to establish similar criteria pertinent 
for integrals over the argument of the Riemann function rather than 
logarithm of its module. For this not even but odd function g(z) is to be 
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considered, cf. [2]. Unfortunately, one is not able to take 
))(sin(
)(
bza
izg   
because the resulting integral over the line b+it diverges at t=0. Situation 
can be corrected introducing, similarly to Wang [6] (see also discussion in 
[1]), a deformed contour which avoids the point z=0, but this does not seem 
very interesting to us. Thus here we limit ourselves with the simplest 
suitable odd function 
))((cos
)()( 2 bza
bzizg 
 , a is real positive, and consider the 
same contour as above. In the interior of the contour we have second order 
poles at the points anabz /)2/(    where n is an integer or zero. The 
contribution of these poles to the contour integral value is equal to 
)
)/)2/((
)/)2/((')
2
())/)2/(((ln((2
0
2 
 

n anab
anab
a
n
a
anabi
a
i

 . The 
corresponding contribution of the pole of the Riemann function is equal to 
 
b
b
dx
ax
xdz
bza
bzii
1
0
2
1
2 )(cos
2
))((cos
)(2   ; we take 2/)1(  ba  to avoid the 
problems with this integral. Analogously, the order lk zero of the Riemann 
function kk it , for kb  , contributes 
 

 

 b
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k
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
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0
22 ))sinh()sin()cosh()(cos(
2
))((cos
)(2  to the 
contour integral value.  Real part of this integral, which is interesting now, is 
given by 




b
kk
kkkkk
kk
k
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ataxatax
atataxaxtataxataxxltI


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)cosh()sinh()cos()sin(2))(sinh)(sin)(cosh)((cos2)(
 Collecting everything together, we have the following equality: for 
12  b   
 


0,0
2 )()(cosh
))(arg(
kk tb
ktIdtat
itbt

 b dxaxx
1
0
2 )(cos

)
)/)2/((
)/)2/((')
2
())/)2/(((ln(
0
2 
 

n anab
anab
a
n
a
anab
a 
   
This is well known that non-trivial Riemann function zeroes not lying 
on the critical line, if they exist, have very large values of || kt : from 
numerical calculations performed by Wedeniwski (as cited by Ramaré and 
Saouter [10]), 9103.3|| kt . The integrand in I(tk) is always negative provided 
  )(2 ba k  and )cos()()sin(2 axatcthax
xt kk  . For large || kt  the latter is 
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always true if one avoids the cases when a is extremely small; definitely, it 
suffices to take 910a  and thus we have established the following   
 
THEOREM 1a. An equality 

0
2 )(cosh
))(arg( dt
at
itbt  b dxaxx
1
0
2 )(cos

)
)/)2/((
)/)2/((')
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())/)2/(((ln(
0
2 
 

n anab
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a 
   
where b, a are real positive numbers such that 2/11  b , 2/)1( ba , 
910a , holds true for some b if and only if there are no Riemann function 
zeroes with b . For b=1/2 this equality is equivalent to the Riemann 
hypothesis.  
 Similarly to the case of an integral involving the logarithm of the 
module of the Riemann  –function, we can consider the limit a  which 
for b=1/2 gives an interesting formula 
)1
2
)(ln(1
)(cosh
))2/1(arg(
0
2   dtt itt 

 

1
)
)1(
)1(')
2
1())1((ln(1
n n
nnn 
 , the 
correctness of which has been tested numerically. Of course, 
)))1(ln()2/1((
)1(
)1(')2/1())1(ln()( xx
dx
d
x
xxxxf 
 
  hence Euler – 
MacLaurin summation formula looks quite appropriate to calculate 

 

1
)
)1(
)1(')
2
1())1((ln(1
n n
nnng 
 . Retaining only the first terms we have 
...))1(
!2
)
)2(
)2('
2
3))2((ln(
2
1))2(ln(
2
3(1 2 
dx
dfBg 
  In this approximation we 
obtain g = -0.2994461350 while the computation of the above sum with 50 
first terms gives -0.2991293527. This shows a fast convergence of the 
MacLaurin expansion and deserves further numerical investigation. 
 
3. Integral equalities equivalent to the Riemann hypothesis. 
Exponents. 
3.1. Integrals along lines b+it with 2/11  b   
Let us consider somewhat different contour than above, viz. the 
rectangular contour C with the vertices XbiXXbiXbb  ,,,  with real 
b>-2 (with this choice we avoid the trivial Riemann zeroes) and real X , 
introduce the function ))((exp()( bzaiizg  , a is real positive, and consider 
the contour integral 
C
dzzzg ))(ln()(  . Along the line (b, b+iX) we have an 
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integral   
0
))(ln( dtitbe at   and along the line (b, b+X) we have an integral 
    
0 00
))(ln()cos())(ln()sin())(ln())sin()(cos( dxxbaxidxxbaxdxxbaxiaxi 
 On the border of the contour we have the pole of the Riemann 
function at b=1. If b<1, in the interior of the contour we also can have a 
number of zeroes of the Riemann function, and we definitely have an infinite 
number of them if b<1/2. The order lk zero of the Riemann function 
kk it , for kb  , contributes 
)))](cos(1())([sin(2))sin()cos((2
0
baiba
a
eldxaxaxieil kk
at
k
b
at
k
kk
k 

 

 to 
the contour integral value. Hence we established the equality: 
  
0
))(ln( dtitbe at     
0 0
))(ln()cos())(ln()sin( dxxbaxidxxbax   
 
))))1(cos(1())1((sin(
)))](cos(1())([sin(2
,0,
baiba
a
baibael
a kk
at
k
bt
k
kk






                                     (5). 
The value bk   can not exceed 1-b and hence if we take ba  1
  
both real and imaginary summation terms in (5) are always positive. For 
imaginary terms, 
b
a  1
2  can be taken. To complete the calculation, the 
choice of the branch of an argument is to be specified. Selecting for real x>1 
0))(arg( x  and for 2/11  b    ))(arg( ib  where real positive 0 , 
we establish the following   
 
THEOREM 2. Equalities 
  
0
|)(|ln dtitbe at  0))1(sin(|)(|ln)sin(
0
  baadxxbax    (6) 


 
0
))(arg( dtitbe at  0)))1(cos(1(|)(|ln)cos(
0
 

ba
a
dxxbax    (7) 
 
where b, a are real positive numbers such that 2/11  b ,  )1( ba  for (6) 
and 2)1(  ba  for (7), hold true for some b if and only if there are no 
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Riemann function zeroes with b . For b=1/2 these equalities are 
equivalent to the Riemann hypothesis.  
 
 If necessary, in (7) for b=1/2 one can take a  thus eliminating any 
problem with the integration over real axis (pole of the Riemann function 
coincides with the zero of cosine): 


 
0
))2/1(arg( dtite t  01|)2/1(|ln)cos(
0
  dxxx    (7a)  
Similarly, for (6) the choice 2a is useful: 
    
0
2 |)2/1(|ln dtite t  0|)2/1(|ln)2sin(
0
  dxxx     (6a). 
The results of the numerical testing of eq. (6a, 7a) are presented in the 
Section 5 of the paper. 
 
3.2. Integrals along lines b+it with 2/1b  and b>1  
Summands 

 
2
)(sin2))(cos(1 2 baba kk
 , appearing in (5) for the 
Theorem 2 concerning the imaginary part of the integral, i.e. for 
  
0
))(arg( dtitbe at  , are of course non-negative for all values of a. 
Unfortunately, one still can not put 
b
a  1
2 , e.g. 4a  for b=1/2, into the 
corresponding condition of the Theorem 2, because, if so, it is still possible 
that Riemann zeroes have exactly such exceptional values of k  for which 
0))(cos(1  ba k  hence eq. (7) might hold true while there are Riemann 
zeroes with 2/1k . Of course, this is a degenerate case: the smallest 
change of a would again restore an inequality. 
The same non-negativity of ))(cos(1 ba k    summands enables to 
establish other interesting equalities. Suppose we take b<1/2 and selected a 
in such a manner that 0))2/1(cos(1  ba , viz. 
b
na  2/1
2  with n=1, 2,… 
Then the contributions of all Riemann zeroes lying on the critical line are 
equal to zero while those of the Riemann zeroes with 2/1  are positive 
provided the function ))(cos(1 ba k    is not equal to zero for 
12/1,2/10  kk  . The latter condition can be fulfilled if one takes 
0b  and 
b
na  2/1
2  with a positive integer bn 21  (so, of course, always 
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4a  and we again can not take 4a  to avoid the same “degenerate case” 
which has been discussed above). Thus we have established the following 
 
THEOREM 3. Equality 
  
0
))(arg( dtitbe at 
0)))2(cos(1()))1(cos(1(|)(|ln)cos(
]2/[
10
  

 bk
k
bka
a
ba
a
dxxbax   (8), 
where b is any real non-positive number and 
b
na  2/1
2  where n is a positive 
integer bn 21 , is equivalent to the Riemann hypothesis and holds true if 
and only if there are no Riemann function zeroes with 2/1 . In this 
equality we start from the following initial value of an argument function: 
  ]2/[))(arg( bib , where real positive 0 .  
 
Here, of course, 


]2/[
1
)))2(cos(1(
bk
k
bka  is the contribution of trivial zeroes 
while ))1(cos(1 ba   is that of a simple pole. As far as we know, this is the 
first integral equality involving the integrals along the line b+it with b<1/2 
which is equivalent to the Riemann hypothesis.  
 
Up to now in this paper as well as in [1, 2, 4] we always considered 
integrals involving the logarithm of the Riemann  -function following the 
conditions of generalized Littlewood theorem [1, 2, 4, 5]. In particular, this 
means that the value of ))(arg( itb   jumps on the l2  each time when we, 
moving along the line ),(  ibb  starting from b, pass an ordinate of 
Riemann zero of the l-th order, i.e. if there exists zero of the l-th order at 
it  with b . Correspondingly, the function ))(arg( itb   is not 
continuous but only piece-wise continuous if such zeroes exist (quite the 
contrary, function |)(|ln itb   is always continuous – of course, apart from 
the cases when some zeroes lie exactly on the line ),(  ibb ). If we want to 
re-express integrals along the line ),(  ibb  as integrals along the line 1-
b+it, using a functional equation in the form   )1(
)2/(
2/2/1)( 2/1 s
s
ss s 
    
or )1()1(
2
sin)2(1)( ssss s   , this circumstance should be taken into 
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account and integrals  
0
))(arg()( dtitbtg   should be properly modified to 
become integrals  
0
* ))((arg)( dtitbtg  . Here we use an asterisk * sign to 
underline that the function ))((arg* itb   is, in the sense of Remark 1 
presented below, continuous along the line ),0(  . 
Such modification is straightforward: clearly, if real functions f*(x), g(x) 
are continuous on the segment [A, B] and function f(x) coincides with f*(x) 
on [A, C] and is equal to f*(x)+h on (C, B] (h is a constant, BCA  ), we 
have   
B
C
B
A
B
A
dxxghdxxfxgdxxfxg )()()()()( * , and this is trivially generalized 
for complex numbers and improper integrals having counting number of 
discontinuities. For our particular case we have, considering one 
discontinuity at t=tk: 


0
))(arg( dtitbe at  katkat e
a
ldtitbe 

   2))((arg*
0
, and 
the corresponding generalization gives: 
 
0
))(arg( dtitbe at  k
kk
atk
bt
at e
a
ldtitbe 


    
2))((arg*
,0,0
  (9).  
In other words, integrals involving continuous (see Remark below) branch of 
an argument and those requiring by the conditions of the generalized 
Littlewood theorem differ from each other on the value )(ba :  
k
kk
atk
bt
a ea
lb 

 

2)(
,0,
. If we take 0b , it does not any more depend on b 
being a constant depending only on the value of a; below we will use a 
notation k
k
atk
t
a ea
l 

 

2
0,
 for such a case.  
 
REMARK 1. Here the following remark is at place. We do not have l2  
jump of the argument if some zero occurs exactly on the line ),(  ibb  and, 
correspondingly, no summand appears in )(ba  for the case, although the 
argument function is not continuous but jumps on   (or larger value for 
zeroes of larger order) passing through such zero. This jump is, however, 
quite “natural” and “locally determined” having nothing common with the 
“artificial nonlocal” l2  jumps depending on the behaviour of the function 
far from the point of jump (viz., existence of a zero at it  with b ). 
Having this in mind we will continue to speak about “continuous” argument 
function for these cases. 
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Using (9), we get instead of (5): 
  
0
))((ln* dtitbe at     
0 0
))(ln()cos())(ln()sin( dxxbaxidxxbax   
))))1(cos(1())1((sin())](cos())([sin(2
,0,
baiba
a
baibael
a kk
at
k
bt
k
kk


 

                         
(5a). 
Real part of the r.h.s. here remains the same while for an imaginary part we 
have  
  
0
))((arg* dtitbe at  ))(cos(2
,0,
bael
a k
at
k
bt
k
kk
 

 

0)))2(cos(1()))1(cos(1(|)(|ln)cos(
]2/[
10
  

 bk
k
bka
a
ba
a
dxxbax   (10), 
where again the following branch of the argument should be taken: we start 
from   ]2/[))(arg( bib , where real positive 0 , and then the 
argument is continuous along the line ),(  ibb . Using above definition of 
)(ba , it is useful to rewrite (10) also in the following form: 


 
0
))((arg* dtitbe at  )(
2
)(sin2
,0,
bbael
a a
kat
k
bt
k
kk
 

 

0)))2(cos(1()))1(cos(1(|)(|ln)cos(
]2/[
10
  

 bk
k
bka
a
ba
a
dxxbax  (10a). 
 
As we mentioned above, integrals   
0
))((arg* dtitbe at   with b<0 can be 
rewritten using an appropriate functional equation. Further, it is useful to 
express the appearing here integral along the line 1-b-it, where an argument 
function is now continuous in the sense of Remark 1, using again the 
equality (7), which for the case at hand is unconditionally true: 
  
0
))1(arg( dtitbe at   
0
|)1(|ln)cos( dxxbax  . Then, noting that 
2
0
2/1 ln)arg(
a
dte itbat     and that, of course, 
))2/2/2/1(arg())2/2/2/1(arg( itbitb  , we rewrite (8) as 
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a
at dtitbitbe
a
  
0
2 )))2/2/(arg()2/2/2/1((arg(
ln
0)))2(cos(1()))1(cos(1(|))1(|ln|)(|)(lncos(
]2/[
10
  

 bk
k
bka
a
ba
a
dxxbxbax 
(11). 
Here the initial value of an argument of )2/2/1( ib   is equal to zero 
while that of )2/( ib   is the same as in the Theorem 3. 
If one selects –b to be a half integer, -b=n-1/2, the difference of the 
arguments of the gamma-functions appearing in (9) is an integer and then 
the relation )()1( xxx   can be used a few times to simplify the 
expressions further. As a particular example we can take, say, b=-1/2 to get 
the following equalities equivalent to the Riemann hypothesis: for 2a  




2
0
2
2 ))24
1arg()2/4/3(arg(2(
4
ln  

 dtitite t
 02/1|))2/3(|ln|)2/1(|)(ln2cos(
0
  dxxxx     (12a) 
and for 4a  




4
0
4
2 ))24
1arg()2/4/3(arg(2(
16
ln    dtitite t
 04/1|))2/3(|ln|)2/1(|)(ln4cos(
0
  dxxxx     (12b). 
Another interesting particular example is to take b=0, 4a  in (11): 
repeating the same as above we get 




4
0
4
2 )))2/(arg()2/2/1((arg(16
ln    dtitite t
0|))1(|ln|)(|)(ln4cos(
0
  dxxxx  ,  
and here Legendre’s duplication formula )(2)2/()2/2/1( 1 ititit it   can 
be used to establish that the equality  
  
0
4
2 ))(arg(16
)2ln( dtite t
 0|))1(|ln|)(|)(ln4cos(
0
4   dxxxx   (13)  
is equivalent to the Riemann hypothesis. As far we know, these are the first 
integral equalities involving the integrals containing the values of the 
Riemann function taken exclusively along the real axis which are equivalent 
to the Riemann hypothesis. Some integrals appearing in Eqs. (12, 13) are 
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elementary or can be handled using an appropriate table, e.g. [10]. We will 
not consider these aspects in the present paper. 
 
Somewhat analogous equality can be established on the basis of the 
relation   
  
0
|)(|ln dtitbe at   
0
))1(sin(|)(|ln)sin( ba
a
dxxbax 
))(sin(2
0,
bae
a
l
k
at
t
k
k


 

  
concerning the real part of the integral in Theorem 2. If we take 02  b  
and select a in such a manner that 0))2/1(sin(  ba , i.e. 
b
na  2/1
  with n=1, 
2…, all contributions of Riemann zeroes lying on the critical line are equal 
to zero. At the same time, the contributions of Riemann zeroes with 
  2/1k  and   2/1k  exactly compensate each other, and thus we 
have established that the equality 
  
0
|)(|ln dtitbe at  0))1(sin(|)(|ln)sin(
0
  baadxxbax   with bna  2/1   
is unconditionally true for 02  b  ; and this is easy to modify it for b<-2. 
Taking 4/10  b  we easily establish the following  
 
THEOREM 3a. Equality 
  
0
|)(|ln dtitbe at  0))1(sin(|)(|ln)sin(
0
  baadxxbax    (14), 
where a, b are real positive numbers such that 04/1  b  and 
b
na  2/1
 , n is 
a positive integer such that 1
2
1 
b
n , holds true for some b if and only if 
there are no Riemann function zeroes with b . In particular, the equality 
  
0
4 |)4/1(|ln dtite t  0|)4/1(|ln)4sin(
0
  dxxx   holds true if and only if 
there are no zeroes with 4/1 . 
 
 The proof is clear from above: Riemann zeroes with b 2/1  
contribute nothing to the contour integral value while if bk  , the 
contribution of its “partner” Riemann zero with k 1  lying in the interior 
of the contour is not cancelled by that of the zero with k  simply because 
the latter lies outside the contour. The conditions of the theorem ensure that 
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all these contributions have the same sign. Unfortunately, similar theorem 
can not be formulated for 4/12/1  b  because no one value of 
b
na  2/1
  
can ensure the same sign of all Riemann zeroes contributions for such a 
case. 
 Finally, starting from (10), similar theorem can be established for an 
integral involving continuous, in the sense of Remark 1, ))((arg* itb   
function with 0<b<1/2. If, in conditions of (10) and considering the same 
contour as above, we put 
b
a
21
 , all contributions of Riemann  -function 
zeroes in the sum ))(cos(2
0,
bael
a k
at
k
t
k
k


 

 cancel out due to the 
circumstances that 0))2/1(cos( ba  and that zeroes are symmetrical with 
respect to the line 2/1 . If, however, there is some zero with bk  , the 
contribution of its partner zero lying at k1  is not cancelled and is 
definitely negative, so we obtain the following 
 
THEOREM 3b. Equality 


 
0
))((arg* dtitbe at  0)))1(cos(1(|)(|ln)cos(
0
  baadxxbax    (15), 
where a, b are real positive numbers such that 02/1  b  and 
b
na
21
)12(

  , n 
is a positive integer such that 1
2
1 
b
n , holds true for some b if and only if 
there are no Riemann function zeroes with b .  
 
For b<0 similar relation is unconditionally true. As you see, in conditions 
of Theorem 3b the complete interesting range of b values can be used: here 
we have not the limitation 04/1  b  appearing in conditions of Theorem 
3a. 
 
4. Rigorous bound for the contribution of remaining Riemann 
zeroes not lying on the critical line 
Especially simple weight function appearing in the integrals considered in 
the previous Section makes the problem of estimation of the maximal 
possible contribution of remaining Riemann function zeroes non-lying on 
the critical line a rather simple one. For example, for the real part we know 
that  
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  
0
|)2/1(|ln dtite at   
0
)2/sin(|)2/1(|ln)sin( a
a
dxxax 


 
0,
))2/1(sin2
k
k
t
k
at
k aela 
    
where the sum is over all zeroes non-lying on the critical line and having 
2/1 . How large the r.h.s. here can be? First, we have that 




 
0,0,
2|)2/1(sin|2
k
k
k
k
t
at
k
t
k
at
k ela
ael
a 
 . This last sum is given by Stieltjes  
integral 


0
)(2 tdNe
a
I at , where N(t) is a discontinuous counting function 
which counts the number of Riemann zeroes having the real part 2/1k  
and 0 ktT  taking into account the order of zeroes. The integration by 
parts is possible here, and such an integration readily gives  
 
0
2 )(
2 dttNe
a
I at . About the function N(t) we know that it is equal to zero 
when 9103.3  Tt  [11]. Further, when Tt   it can not exceed the function 
2/)(~2/)(~ TNtN  , where )(~ tN  is a usual zero counting function which counts 
zeroes in the strip  01  k , 0 ktT . (N(t) is equal to 2/)(~2/)(~ TNtN   if all 
zeroes with t>T do not lye on the critical line). Thus the contribution at 
question can not exceed  
  
T
at dtTNtNe
a
I ))(~)(~(2
     (16).  
Now for the function )(~ tN  we use the known formula  
)(
8
7)1
2
(ln
2
)(~ tQtttN       (17) 
with the estimation of the reminder given by Backlund in 1918 [12] and 
apparently remaining the best known one: 
  350.4lnln443.0ln137.0|)(|  tttQ    (18).  
Then integration in (16) with (17, 18) is trivial and we obtain that  
    
T
at
T
at
aT dt
t
e
aa
dt
t
e
a
eT
a
T
a
I )
2
1
2
137.02(
ln2
443.02)35.42ln1ln137.02(
2
1|| 53233

Of course, 
T
e
a
dt
t
e aT
T
at
22 ln
1
ln
 
 , Teadtte
aT
T
at  
 1  and thus 
aTe
TaaTTa
T
a
T
a
I  )1861.0
ln
784.2332.27ln1ln861.0(
2
1|| 323     (19). 
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Thus for, say, 1a  we obtain  99 10433.1103.3 10
1.341.34|| 
  eI , and taking the 
maximal possible value of a, here 2a , we get 1010 109.010074.2 10
101.0101.0|| 
  eI  
i.e a precision  with at least 1.43 milliard decimals in the first case and of   9 
milliards of decimals in the second case. 
Similar estimation can be easily obtained for imaginary part, that is 
for 
  
0
))2/1(arg( dtite at   
0
))2/cos(1(|)2/1(|ln)cos( a
a
dxxax 
)))2/1(cos(1(2
0,


 katk
t
ael
a
k
k


, by noting that 2|))2/1(cos(1|  ka   hence 
the numerical coefficient is simply twice larger than above. But here we can 
put 4a  thus obtaining 101014.4025.0||  eI , i.e  a precision of 13 trillions of 
decimals (here 1 trillion = 1012).  Reminding the remark made in the 
beginning of the Section 3.2, we even “almost can” take an arbitrary large 
value of a here thus making a remaining term, which is already small 
enough, “almost arbitrary small”. 
 
REMARK2. There is a more recent calculation of Gourdon and Demichel 
where it is reported that the first k=1013 Riemann zeroes are located on the 
critical line, but we were unable to get an exact value of T from the paper 
[13]. If one will use a known estimation kkT ln/2  [3], page 214, as small 
error term as 1310318.110  cI  follows for the sum 

 
1,
))2/1(sin2
k
k
t
k
at
k aela 
  
over Riemann zeroes non-lying on the critical line, here 
)1861.0
ln
784.2332.27ln1ln861.0(
2
1
323 TaaTTa
T
a
T
a
c  , and similarly for the 
)))2/1(cos(1(2
1,


 
k
k
t
k
at
k aela 
  sum. 
 
5. Numerical results 
Equality (4) seems well-suited for numerical treatments, and we actually 
obtained surprising and interesting results with a relatively modest 
computational effort. With less than 14 hours of CPU time spent for the 
evaluation of (4) on a standard Personal Computer we obtained for the 
difference between its l.h.s. and r.h.s. the value 1.162608547×10-81. In other 
words, the match between l.h.s. and r.h.s. is exact until the 80th digit. The 
integration was accomplished using the standard procedure Integrate in 
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Mathematica with the working precision set to 200 and the maximal level of 
recursion set to 350. For the variable t we considered the integration interval 
[0, 200] and we truncated the sum at n=1000, where n is the number of the 
Riemann function zero in the sequence of these zeroes arranging in an 
ascending order, i.e. such that ...13.141  , ...02.212  , and so on. For an 
illustration, we present the computer transcript concerning this calculation in 
Fig. 1.  
The exponential case (equations (6) and (7)) is numerically harder to 
analyze. With the same requirements as before the algorithm didn’t 
converge, so we had to reduce the required calculation’s precision. Because 
the first integrand of (6a) and (7a) decays very fast, we can limit the 
integration interval of the variable t to [0, 50]. We need also to reduce the 
working precision (set to 50) and maximal recursion (set to 70). For the 
second integral in (6a) and (7a) we set the integration interval for the 
variable x to [0, 200], and set the working precision and maximal recursion 
to 50. After 1.5 hour CPU time we obtained for (6a) the result of 
8.8044282×10-32 and for (7a) after more than 8 hours - 1.14767406×10-31. So 
in both cases we have a correspondence for at least the first 30 digits. 
The last case that we have treated numerically is equality (8) with 2a  
and 
2
7b , i.e. we also consider the first trivial Riemann zero.  In this case, 
we calculated the first integral with the same parameters as before. For the 
second integral we extended the integration’s interval to [0, 250] and the 
maximal recursion to 100. The result 8.74533283×10-30 is similar to two 
previous cases. Note that here 0))2/7(arg(   i  and, from Theorem 3, the 
contribution of the pole exactly compensates that of the first trivial zero 
hence in fact the two integrals, when summing, compensate each other up to 
30 digits as found in the computations. 
 
6. Conclusions 
In this paper, which is a continuation of our earlier works [1, 2, 4], we 
have established a number of new criteria involving the integrals of the 
logarithm of the Riemann  –function and equivalent to the Riemann 
hypothesis, this time with the exponential weight functions. For the case of 
)(cosh 1 t  weight function, the rapid decrease of the integrand and some 
other peculiarities of the equality enabled to achieve a very large precision, 
up to the 80 digits, when the equality has been tested numerically. 
Exponential weight functions lead to rather simple expressions for the 
contribution of the Riemann function zeroes not lying on the critical line to 
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the contour integral value. This equality enabled to obtain a rigorous 
estimation of the possible error which was shown to be extremely small.  
These results are interesting but, we believe, the most exciting is the 
founding of completely new possibilities to establish such integral equalities 
equivalent to the RH, which involve the integrals over the logarithm of the 
Riemann  -function taken along the vertical line b+it lying outside the 
critical strip 10  b ; see Section 3.2. Using the functional equation for the 
Riemann  -function, the latter can be rewritten in a form involving the 
integrals over the logarithm of the Riemann  -function taken exclusively 
along the real axis. Our opinion is that all the possibilities open by these 
results are not yet fully exploited, and this case deserves additional and 
careful analysis. 
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Fig. 1. Computer transcript illustrating the numerical testing of eq. (4). 
